
Clean & Declutter
Template



"I Just Can't Take it Anymore!"
Have you found yourself at a place in life where everywhere you look there are messes? 
 Chaos, clutter, disarray, and dirt?  And you just can't take it anymore?

As a homeschooling mom with a lot of kids, this happens to me MANY times a year, and I
have to regroup and declutter for my own sanity!  In fact, I share many of my cleaning and
decluttering escapades on my blog - RaisingArrows.net

Over the years, I have decluttered many different ways, but it has ALWAYS involved taking
the different rooms in my house and breaking them down into bite-sized pieces that could
be tackled a little bit at a time during the in-between places of my regularly-scheduled life. 
 Sometimes I could take entire days or weeks to declutter, but most of the time, I was
fitting it in where I could - before homeschool hours, at nap time, in the wee hours of the
night when everyone was fast asleep!

This Clean & Declutter Template helps you manage your mess the same way I do - a
little bit at a time.  Slow and steady wins the race, my friends!  And a little bit done is better
than none!

To use this template:  Print off as many templates as you need and write the name of
each large area in your home on the line beside the word Room: _____________.  Then,
section off each room into distinct spaces to be cleaned and decluttered and write the
names of those areas in the spaces provided.

I have also made a differentiation between Clean and Tidy.  Clean means the space is free
of dust, dirt, grime, etc.  Tidy means it is free of clutter and stuff that doesn't belong in that
space. This is because you may have time to declutter a space one day, but not enough
time to give it a thorough cleaning.  Or you get an area of your room all washed down, but
you know there is still clutter there that needs to be taken care of.  At a glance, you can see
what you have accomplished and what still needs to be done in that particular section.

There is also a place for Notes & Needed.  In this section, you can write down any
observations you make while you are cleaning and decluttering.  Perhaps a space is too
small for what needs to be in it, or there are repairs that need to be made, or you have
ideas for better storage solutions, etc.

This template can be used over and over, and truth be told, you will need to clean and
declutter over and over, so make peace with that fact now and let's get started today!
Amy @ RaisingArrows.net

https://www.raisingarrows.net/
https://www.raisingarrows.net/
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Kitchen

Refrigerator

Under sink

Pantry

Storage Containers

Plate cabinet

Junk drawer

Oven

bin for juice boxes


